American Rescue Plan (ARPA) Call for Projects
Application Form—SPATIAL

Maine Medical Center Scarborough Campus
Transit Infrastructure Enhancement
Regional Significance Threshold—Please check any boxes that apply to your project. If you cannot
check at least one of the boxes, your project does not meet the regional significance threshold and you
should not complete the application.
[X] My project serves regionally significant origins, destinations, and corridors, defined as PACTS priority
centers and corridors, including those identified in Transit Tomorrow and the upcoming Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (an update to Destination 2040). Regionally significant origins, destinations, and
corridors include highly-travelled roads; transportation terminals; employment centers; higher education
campuses; major tourism, entertainment, and recreation venues; equity target areas; and places zoned for
higher density and affordable housing.
[X] My project has systemwide benefits. Systemwide benefits include improving the region’s major
intersections or traffic signal network, applying a technology for system improvement or revenue
generation, supporting the transit customer’s regional experience, or making a significant connection in the
active transportation network.
[X] My project meaningfully reduces regional greenhouse gas emissions or improves the resiliency of the
regional transportation network.

Optional Comments

Municipality/Agency
BSOOB Transit
Regional Partners—Regional coordination is encouraged. If you are working with other
municipalities/agencies on this project, please briefly describe your coordination efforts.
South Portland Bus Service, Maine Medical Center; The coordination efforts thus far have consisted of
meetings to review and align the vision of the project, identifying a specific section of an existing parcel owned
by MMC to be designated for a transit hub build out (pending site plan review), and development of potential
pedestrian infrastructure enhancements on the MMC campus to facilitate ease of use.
Primary Contact Name
Chad Heid
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Email Address
cheid@bsoobtransit.org
Telephone Number
207-229-3781
Project Name
Maine Medical Center Scarborough Campus Transit Infrastructure Enhancement
Project Location—Describe the location of this project, including start and end points and/or other
information necessary to identify the location of the project.
100 Campus Drive, Scarborough, 04074. The location on this site that is prioritized is along the eastern-most
corner along Route 1 (specific coordinates- 43.60148496795215, -70.31920063253591)
Project Description/Scope—Provide a brief description of the scope of the project.
This project is intended to enhance transit connectivity among partner operators BSOOB Transit and SPBS via
an enhanced connection/transfer point at the Maine Med Scarborough Campus. BSOOB Transit currently
operates the Green Line to this location. SPBS has committed to extending service to this location given that
the project objectives of designing, engineering and constructing a transit hub (shelter) are met. The
coordination of service will focus on aligning trip times for easy transfers and improving commute direction
frequency. With additional resources, there is an objective to refine service compliments to better provide
connections to Maine Mall, SMCC, and other important transit generators. This project has defined a
location, a preferred shelter design, and potential improvements for pedestrians and vehicle movement
through and around the campus. The transit providers intend to use this project as a catalyst to enhance
service and investment in transit, especially along Route 1.
Purpose and Need—Describe the “problem” this project will solve. What are the regional and/or local
benefits of this project?
This project will improve regional connectivity for public transit users between Portland and Saco, via
Scarborough on Route 1. As detailed in Destination 2040, a key recommendation for the region is to expand
frequency, geographic reach, and use of public transit. Likewise, through good land use and inter-municipality
cooperation, pedestrians, cyclists, and other alternative transit mode users will have more access to significant
employer and medical provider. This project will directly lead to better amenities for transit riders, better
connections for people travelling north-south along Route 1, and to provide a model for enhancing
cooperative transit actions.
Funding Request—Please indicate how much funding you are requesting for this project. (Please also
note if you have obtained or are seeking funding from other sources.)
$250,000. There have been no actions to obtain other funding.
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Regional Plans and Studies—Was this project included in a regional plan or study? Please list the
plan(s) and page numbers. If possible, provide a link to an online copy of the plan.
Not this specific mini-hub, but the Scarborough Downs Modeling Project Report includes scenarios that extend
SPBS Rt 24A to the MMC campus to facilitate transfers. In addition, that same plan includes TDM scenarios
beginning on page 15 that specifically call for transit facilities with bike and pedestrian connections.
GPCOG's Inclusive Transportation Planning Toolkit—GPCOG's Inclusive Transportation Planning
Toolkit offers resources on best practices for accessible and inclusive planning. We strongly encourage
use of the toolkit in designing and implementing public involvement. Have you implemented any of the
practices described in the toolkit?
Yes
Please tell us about your experience.
We have reached out to a non-profit agency, Maine Health, that is both a large employer and a medical
provider for feedback in how best to plan and deploy this project, meeting the needs of employees and
patients. Maine Health has an active Transit Demand Management Program, which includes a transit pass
program for all employees paid for by Maine Health. Both SPBS and BSOOB Transit have signed agreements
with Maine Health.
Title VI Compliance—PACTS is required to comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
related executive orders and regulations, which are intended to ensure that traditionally underserved
populations are included in the planning process, benefit equally from investments, and do not
experience a disparately negative impact from decisions. Please describe how civil rights requirements
have been or will be considered in the development of this project.
Transportation to medical services and jobs is one of the greatest needs met by public transit agencies. Route
24A has stops at most of the South Portland Housing Authority and Avesta’s affordable housing properties.
Extending this route to a location that includes jobs and medical services will improve options for the
underserved communities of South Portland.
Access to Jobs—How many jobs are, or will be, located within 1/4 mile of the project? (3 points)
This is a "spatial question" and will be scored using the project location you described at the beginning
of the application. You may also enter optional narrative regarding employment benefits beyond the
proposed project’s extent and/or optional narrative on projected future jobs.
Accessing 2017 LODES jobs data for 0.25 mile from the proposed site location is unlikely to be accurate, given
the continual expansion at the MMC Scarborough Campus. That data reports approximately 200 jobs with
0.25 mile. That said, it should be assumed this number is much greater today. Further, looking at the
Destination 2040 priority corridors and centers of opportunity, this site is 0.75 miles from the perimeter of the
center of opportunity along Route 1 and the intersection of Routes 114 and 207 in Scarborough. Again, using
the outdated LODES 2017 information, there were approximately 2,900 private jobs and a population of 1,800
within a mile buffer of the proposed site, which would include the center of opportunity. It is also important
to note that while the exact location is an employment hub, the intent of this project is to enhance
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connections between BSOOB Transit and SPBS. These new connections will lead to a reduction in transit time
on north-south trips along Route 1, as well as improving access to jobs along the entire stretch of Route 1
between South Portland and Saco, as well as extending to SMCC on the SPBS network. Looking at existing
service as a guidepost, the BSOOB Green Line and the SPBS 24A have 0.25 mi access to around 25,000
residents and 33,500 private jobs (LODES 2017).
Access to Prominent Tourist, Entertainment, and Recreation Venues—Does the project improve
access to regionally defined tourist, entertainment, and recreation destinations? (2 points)
Enter narrative response.
The new connection between BSOOB Transit’s green line and the SPBS 24A will afford people coming from
Cumberland county locations to access the tourist activities in Old Orchard Beach. The connection between
the service providers will also enhance transit options to popular South Portland destinations such as the
Maine Mall, Bug Light Park, Spring Point Shoreway and Willard Beach, as well as Portland’s Old Port from
points south (Saco, Scarborough, OOB, etc).
Access to the Region's Transit Network—How close is the project to a regionally defined bus stop,1
ferry terminal, or rail station? (3 points)
This is a "spatial question" and will be scored using the project location you described at the beginning
of the application. If there is anything you would like to add, please write it here.
This project will connect the Portland Greyhound Station, the Saco Transportation center (Downeaster access),
the Mill Creek Transit Hub, the proposed Redbank mini hub, and be within 1,800’ of the Casco Bay Lines ferry
terminal. These connections are based on the transit hub providing direct transfers between the BSOOB
Green Line and the SPBS 24A in the near-term and potential new connections with SPBS based on future route
changes.
Access to the Region's Active Transportation Network—Does the project provide or improve
connections to regionally significant bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure? (3 points)
This is a "spatial question" and will be scored using the project location you described at the beginning
of the application. If there is anything you would like to add, please write it here.
This project has the goal to build a transit hub at 100 Campus Drive, which is approximately 2,000’ from the
Eastern Trail. The roadway to connect this transit hub to the Eastern Trail is along the residential street,
Hillcrest Avenue. To improve connections to the Eastern Trail, one could promote this transit hub as a
connection point for those looking to avoid cycling/walking the on-road connections of the Eastern Trail,
specifically Black Point Rd and Highland Ave, which are noted with a “Hazard” symbol on the ET maps. The
Route 24A can also connect riders to the South Portland Greenbelt, which runs from the Wainright Sports

Regionally significant bus stops will include those identified in the Transit Stop Access Project Phase I Report as
potential locations for mini-hubs. The list of locations is included in Appendix B of the PACTS Transportation
Funding Framework.
1
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Complex to Bug Light Park and the Spring Point Shoreway Trail and many other trails and parks throughout the
city. For more information go to: https://www.southportlandlandtrust.org/trails. This connection could
provide great options for commuters looking to work a safe 5-mile walk or bike ride into their daily commute
between Biddeford/Saco & Portland/South Portland/SMCC.
Universal Access—How will the project accommodate a diverse range of users—including, but not
limited to: older adults, children (including parents or guardians with young children), people of color,
blind and visually impaired people, deaf people and those with hearing loss, people with intellectual
disabilities, people with limited mobility and those who use mobility devices and strollers, people with
limited English proficiency, unbanked or underbanked people? (3 points)
Enter narrative response.
Currently, there is a quarter mile gap between the BSOOB Green Line and the SPBS Route 24A. Improving
transit connectivity along Route 1 at the MMC Campus transit hub will directly provide improved transit
options for people along the existing Green line and 24A transit routes, which include some of the region’s
most significantly impoverished neighborhoods (ACS 2019). These neighborhoods include areas of The West
End (Danforth & Brackett) and Parkside in Portland, numerous South Portland Housing Authority and Avesta
properties along Broadway Rd, Main Street, Brickhill and Redbank Village as well as the Pleasantdale
neighborhood in South Portland, and parts of Old Orchard Beach. This connection will also make it easier for
SMCC students living at home in Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard Beach or Scarborough with a more direct
transfer to a bus that takes them all the way to SMCC. SMCC students currently relying on the bus to get to
school must ride all the way to the Maine Mall to connect with a SPBS bus that will get them to Mill Creek
Transit Hub and then SMCC aboard the Rt 21 or by walking the South Portland Greenbelt from Mill Creek to
the SMCC campus. Additionally, the proposed transit hub is located across the street from an existing
retirement community (Hillcrest Retirement Community) and mobile home park. The location of this transit
hub, along with the coordinated efforts of the BSOOB Transit and SPBS, there will be new connections to
points north and south. Further, it is the intention of this project to enhance pedestrian infrastructure on the
Maine Med Campus, to provide reasonable accommodations for individuals with vision and mobility
impairments.
Safety Improvements—Does the project improve safety for active transportation users (pedestrians,
cyclists)? Does the project aim to reduce crash severity and crash risk, or improve emergency
response, in a regionally defined High Crash Node or Road Segment? (5 points)
This is a "narrative and spatial question." Please enter narrative response. The project location you
described at the beginning of the application will also be used for scoring.
Through better transit connections along Route 1 in Scarborough, one could infer that the number of active
transportation accidents along the same corridor will be reduced. Both through less VMT travelled as
individuals shift to transit, and through less active transportation being necessary due to the enhanced transit
connection. That said, this project does not address emergency response or other elements considered in this
question.
Asset Management—To what extent does the project improve the pavement condition and prevent the
roadway from deteriorating into lower categories (reconstruction/rehabilitation)? To what extent does
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the project improve the longevity, lifespan, and functionality of a transit asset (vehicle, facility,
guideway)? To what extent does the project improve the longevity, lifespan, and functionality of active
transportation infrastructure? (5 points)
This is a "narrative and spatial question." Please enter narrative response. The project location you
described at the beginning of the application will also be used for scoring.
If the enhanced transportation connection succeeds in its goal to encourage more transit use by road users
who typically travel by personal vehicle, this would help reduce the rate of pavement degradation, as fewer
personal vehicles would be on our roads.
Flow of People and Goods—To what extent does the project improve commercial operations and
safety at a regionally significant intersection(s) or corridor(s)? To what extent does the project enhance
truck or rail freight reliability and performance on key corridors (highways, rail) and facilities (terminals,
ports)? (5 points)
Enter narrative response.
If the enhanced transportation connection succeeds in its goal to encourage more transit use by road users
who typically travel by personal vehicle, this would help reduce the quantity of personal vehicles on the roads,
thereby potentially reducing congestion at significant intersections along Route 1 near the MMC Scarborough
Campus.
Social Equity—To what extent does this project benefit or harm the health or mobility of Environmental
Justice (EJ) and Title VI populations? (3 points)
This is a "spatial question" and will be scored using the project location you described at the beginning
of the application. If there is anything you would like to add, please write it here.
This project will enhance direct connection to a significant location for medical care and employment. The
transit hub itself will guarantee better public transit connections options for people along the existing Green
line and 24A transit routes, which include some of the region’s most significantly impoverished and minority
populated neighborhoods (according to 2019 ACS data). These neighborhoods include areas of The West End
(Danforth & Brackett) and Parkside in Portland, numerous South Portland Housing Authority and Avesta
properties along Broadway Rd, Main Street, Brickhill and Redbank Village as well as Pleasantdale
neighborhood in South Portland. Further, it is the intention of this project to enhance pedestrian
infrastructure on the Maine Med Campus, to provide reasonable accommodations for individuals with vision
and mobility impairments.
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Transit-Oriented Development—Is the project located within 1/4 mile of an existing or proposed
transit-oriented development?2 (2 points)
Enter narrative response.
No. This project is not located within 0.25 mi of an existing/proposed TOD development. However, it is the
intention of the project to enhance connectivity and frequency to Maine Mall, which is a proposed TOD
location (PACTS Maine Mall TOD Study, 2020). This project is also part of the Maine Health Transit Demand
Management Program, which includes goals for improved multi-modal infrastructure on their campus and a
transit pass program for all Maine Health employees in the region. The existing transit pass program in
combination with the development of a mini-hub and pedestrian improvements throughout the campus could
lead to a very successful project.
Regionally Significant Locations—Is the project located within 1/4 mile of a PACTS priority center or
corridor? (2 points)
This is a "spatial question" and will be scored using the project location you described at the beginning
of the application. If there is anything you would like to add, please write it here.
No. This project is not located within 0.25 mi of an existing/proposed TOD development. However, it is the
intention of the project to enhance connectivity and frequency to Maine Mall, which is a proposed TOD
location (PACTS Maine Mall TOD Study, 2020). This project is also part of the Maine Health Transit Demand
Management Program, which includes goals for improved multi-modal infrastructure on their campus and a
transit pass program for all Maine Health employees in the region. The existing transit pass program in
combination with the development of a mini-hub and pedestrian improvements throughout the campus could
lead to a very successful project.
Consistency with Local Plans—Is the transportation investment consistent with local plans (e.g.,
comprehensive plan, locally adopted neighborhood plan) and will the investment complement or
support smart growth3 development? (3 points)
Enter narrative response. Please reference plans, public forums, zoning provisions, etc.
This project is consistent with multiple plans and policies being addressed in Scarborough. There was a 2016
Oak Hill intersection pedestrian improvement projects, a 2019 Route 1 corridor study, the 2020 town
comprehensive plan, an ongoing complete streets initiative. It also aligns with multiple priorities listed in the
GPCOG Transit Tomorrow long range transportation plan, specifically the primary goal of making transit easier.
The pedestrian improvements, route 1 study and the complete streets initiative all support and encourage
development, reforming policy, zoning and land use patterns intended to address the desire to enhance
walkability, access, and transit usage. The 2020 comprehensive plan specifically states a desire to build a

Transit-oriented development (TOD) will be defined, and a GIS layer will be developed, during the development
of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan. Until then, applicants are asked to provide narrative regarding the
project’s impact on the goals of TOD.
2

3

Smart Growth is defined by the EPA at https://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/about-smart-growth.
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“safe, efficient, and reliable transportation stems that encourages active mobility” and supports the notion of
“all modes of transportation during all seasons.” Building a transit hub along Route 1, along with the
coordination of the transit providers, will certainly align with these efforts. The regional long range plan,
Transit Tomorrow, identifies in the first goal of “making transit easier” multiple considerations on how to
achieve this objective. Included in these concepts are the recommendations to “advance partnerships with
businesses and anchor institutions”, as well as “strengthen[ing] coordination among providers.” This project
specifically addresses each of these recommendations. The consideration around provider coordination is
imperative in this region, and this project should be considered essential for building more cooperation and
connectivity.
Proximity to Affordable or Workforce Housing—Is the project located within 1/4 mile of affordable or
workforce housing? (1 point)
This is a "spatial question" and will be scored using the project location you described at the beginning
of the application. If there is anything you would like to add, please write it here.
No, there is no affordable or workforce housing with 0.25 of this project’s transit hub. Again though, if you
include the linkage between BSOOB Transit and SPBS, there will be many locations that provide access to these
types of accommodation.
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)—How does this project impact the number of miles driven in the
region? Does it encourage a mode shift away from single-occupant vehicles (SOV)? (3 points)
Enter narrative response.
Yes. This transit hub project will encourage mode shift from automobile to transit, especially for individuals
who will now have better connections along Route 1, to the employment center at Maine Med Center
Scarborough, and for those who may use transit for medical appointments. Also, students traveling from
Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard Beach will have a more direct connection to SMCC that will relieve congestion
along the Broadway corridor in South Portland.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions—How does this project help meet the state's greenhouse gas emission
reduction goals? These can be found on the Maine Climate Council’s website. (3 points)
Enter narrative response.
One of the primary strategies in the Maine Climate Council’s approach to climate protection is to reduce VMT.
Every single occupancy vehicle trip that is eliminated due to increased transit use represents reduced
greenhouse gas emissions. While the exact impacts cannot be deduced at this time, it is important to note
that with continued economic development along Route 1, the failure of transit to support the growth will
only spur more GHG emissions.
Climate Resilience—How does the project prepare the region’s infrastructure for climate impacts
(heat, flooding, storm surge, etc.)? (4 points)
Enter narrative response.
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This project intends to build new connections and to encourage individuals to use transit. Transit use in
principle will aid in the preparation for climate change by reducing greenhouse gas, facilitating compact
development, and minimizing the carbon footprint of travel. These fundamental shifts in development and
transit activity can stall the negative impacts of climate change and can potentially assist in the prioritization
for future infrastructure investment.
Supporting Files
A. MMC Scarborough Bus Lane and Mini Hub Proposal.pdf
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Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021

Attachment A

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021

Proposed Mini
Hub and walkway

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021

Not shown as-built

Potential Shelter Location

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021

P

One Idea for Mini Hub Structure

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021

Site Plan Approved September 2011

Potential Shelter Location. Not shown as-built

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021

Zoom of Site Plan Approved September 2011

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021
Mini Hub Estimates from PACTS Transit Stop Access Project

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021
Early Proposal for Red Bank Mini Hub Estimated at $68,000 July 2019

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021
Early Proposal for Red Bank Mini Hub Estimated at $68,000 July 2019

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021
Early Proposal for Maine Mall Mini Hub Estimated at $185,000 July 2019

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021
Early Proposal for Maine Mall Mini Hub Estimated at $185,000 July 2019

Potential use of slip lane on Route 1 at 100 Campus Drive for dedicated bus lane and Mini Hub – December 2021
Early Proposal for Maine Mall Mini Hub Estimated at $185,000 July 2019

